Mainstream (minimal partisan bias) skews Liberal (but still reputable) skews Conservative (but still reputable).

Hyper-Partisan Liberal (expressly promotes views) skews Liberal (but still reputable).

Hyper-Partisan Conservative (expressly promotes views) skews Conservative (but still reputable).

Liberal Utter Garbage/Conspiracy Theories

Conservative Utter Garbage/Conspiracy Theories

Original Fact Reporting

Fact Reporting

Complex Analysis

Analysis

Opinion; Fair Persuasion

Selective or Incomplete Story; Unfair Persuasion

Propaganda/Contains Misleading Info

Contains Inaccurate/Fabricated Info

Key:
Circles and Ellipses: Represent range that stories within a source may fall (not true for all sources though)

Green Rectangle: News

Yellow Rectangle: Fair interpretations of the news

Orange Rectangle: Unfair interpretations of the news

Red Rectangle: Nonsense damaging to public discourse
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